
the Stars
- the Sun as a source of light and heat

- the apparent movement of the Sun and its positions throughout the day

- the cardinal points

- stars vs planets

- the Earth and Moon

- the solar system



the Stars
the Sun as a source of light and heat

•as a star, it is rather like a giant ball of fire…

•the Sun constantly transfers energy
towards Earth

Photographs of the Sun performed at the Astronomical Observatory of the University of Coimbra, in the year 2000.

ftp://ftpbass2000.obspm.fr/pub/coimbra/K3/1701/17010110K3.jpg
ftp://ftpbass2000.obspm.fr/pub/coimbra/K3/1701/17010110K3.jpg
http://www.museudaciencia.org/index.php?module=content&option=museum&action=exhibition&id=6
http://www.museudaciencia.org/index.php?module=content&option=museum&action=exhibition&id=6


the Stars
the Sun as a source of light and heat

• it illuminate the Earth and allows the 
production of oxygen by the plants…

•as a star, it also produces heat that warm 
the Earth…

•this makes life possible…

ftp://ftpbass2000.obspm.fr/pub/coimbra/K3/1701/17010110K3.jpg
ftp://ftpbass2000.obspm.fr/pub/coimbra/K3/1701/17010110K3.jpg


the Stars
the apparent movement of the Sun and its
positions throughout the day

•can we time it? Click the image…

http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/multimedia/Sundials1.html
http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/multimedia/Sundials1.html


the Stars
the cardinal points

•the apparent movement of the Sun its 
useful to learn the cardinal points…

•the sunrise indicates the east…

•the sunset indicates the west…

•during the winter, in the northern 
hemisphere, at noon indicates the south… 

http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/multimedia/Sundials1.html
http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/multimedia/Sundials1.html


the Stars
planets vs stars

•they are alike because they are both 
celestial bodies

•they are different because…
•planets – like the Earth – usually circle stars –

like the Sun…
• the stars have their own light and they emit 

energy



the Stars
planets vs stars

L'Acerba Eta. | Cecco d'Ascoli Celestial globe (Inv. 347)

http://bodley30.bodley.ox.ac.uk:8180/luna/servlet/detail/ODLodl~1~1~1294~101288
http://bodley30.bodley.ox.ac.uk:8180/luna/servlet/detail/ODLodl~1~1~1294~101288
http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/gallery/CelestialGlobeInv347.html
http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/gallery/CelestialGlobeInv347.html


the Stars
the Earth and the Moon
•what is their shape? They are both 
spheres…
•the Moon circles the Earth…
•so, it becomes visible with different shapes 
(new Moon, first quarter, full Moon, last 
quarter), according the position of the 
Sun, because the Moon reflects sun light…



the Stars
the Earth and the Moon

Phases of the moon

http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/gallery/PhasesMoon.html
http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/gallery/PhasesMoon.html


the Stars
the solar system
•a group of planets with the same Sun…
•how many planets?… 8, because we dismiss 

Pluto

Planetarium (Inv. 3901)
Museo Galileo

http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/gallery/PlanetariumInvVarie77_n01.html
http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/gallery/PlanetariumInvVarie77_n01.html


the Stars
the solar system

•…but many years ago, 
the Earth was in the 
centre of the solar 
system and the sun 
occupied Earth place…

De natura rerum. | Bede
Bodleian Libraries, University of Oxford

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/pt/record/92093/BibliographicResource_1000086149466.html?utm_source=api&utm_medium=api&utm_campaign=YF23iE3jU
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/pt/record/92093/BibliographicResource_1000086149466.html?utm_source=api&utm_medium=api&utm_campaign=YF23iE3jU


the Stars
some literature
A story… “A girafa que comia estrelas”

The giraffe that ate stars

watch me…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WI563enbmtc


the Stars
some mathematics…

Let’s do some research…

•how many moons does each planet in our 
solar system have?

• let’s do some tally charts…

• let’s analyse the data…


